Fusion POS
FOR ACUMATICA

A complete retail solution for linking your store or restaurant
with purchasing, accounting, and inventory management.

Fusion POS for Acumatica provides a fully integrated environment
with the benefits of stand-alone retail. Our OnTime™ integration,
allows data to flow effortlessly between your retail stores and the
cloud yet allows independent store operations when needed. So you get
the full benefit of Acumatica cloud ERP while not risking retail operations to
the whims of connectivity.
Inventory availability and pricing are established in Acumatica and move freely and
automatically to your individual stores. Store operations benefit from Fusion POS robust
feature set. With more than ten years of development and use in the field, Fusion POS
is also highly intuitive and requires little end user training or ongoing support.
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A Complete Solution
Acumatica
Phone, Fax, and Ecommerce sales
Shipping and receiving
Business level
Company financials and general ledger
Global inventory management
Global marketing and promotions
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FusionPOS™
In store and counter sales
In-store management
In-store CRM
In-store payment processing
Local inventory stock
In-store promotions

Platforms and Installation
Options
Fusion POS operates in virtually any windows environment – no need for proprietary hardware. Also, purchase,
lease or subscription ownership plans are available. You can
install Fusion POS and Acumatica on a server on your premise
or host it with a competitive external service provider or cloud
services platform.

Easy to Use Interfaces that are Easy to Configure
Fusion POS includes either keyboard or touch screen options and features over seventy
five one-touch commands to simplify interaction. With one touch you can add discounts,
price changes, look up items or customers, or tender payment. Fusion POS can complete a
retail transaction with only one manual step when properly configured. The register user
interface can be configured to match the colors, look, and feel of your business. While changing
the appearance, you can move data fields and elements to maximize process eficiency.
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Key Features
CUSTOMER RELATIONSHIP MANAGEMENT
Track customer purchase history and demographics at each
store to maximize loyalty programs and targeted marketing.

BUSINESS INTELLIGENCE
Fusion BI provides store managers and executives with key performance
indicators for a single store or across locations. The web-based interface
provides real-time data.

ADVANCED PRICING
Fusion Advanced Pricing delivers the maximum perceived discount with minimum revenue
loss. Track all types of promotions such as BOGO, bundles, referrals, and more.

GIFT CARD
Fusion Gift Card Server provides real-time tracking of gift card usage. Gift cards can be
issued and replenished from any location and integrated with ecommerce shoppin carts.

STORE BASED PRICING AND PROMOTIONS
Exploit local pricing opportunities by setting individual store prices.

PAYMENT MANAGEMENT
Take payments by debit card, credit card, cash, check, gift card, or other method. Accept
multiple payment types on a single transaction.

FUSION MOBILE
Salespeople can capture information, check prices, check stock, and look up information
without leaving the client’s side.
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